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ABSTRACT 
The mechanism of generation of hysteresis 

in a neural-type cell is presented. This leads 
to a set of equations that can be used for the 
design of MOS transistor neural-type cells 
which give pulse code modulation for the cod- 
ing of information in neural-type systems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Since neural pulses comprise the "univer- 

sal language of the nervous system" 11, p. 
341 as interpreted in modern physiology, it is 
of interest to generate neural-type pulses 
which are pulse code modulated. An MOS circuit 
to do this has been available in the litera- 
ture [2] with its use spelled out 131 and sem- 
istate equations set up 141. As seen from I41 
the circuit operation rests upon the presence 
of hysteresis which is controlled by the input 
signal. This hysteresis is seen by an RC load 
in the source of the controlling transistor of 
the dynamic firing output stage, and, 
consequently, shows up in the i-v characteris- 
tics seen looking into that transistor's 
source. To this point, though, only experimen- 
tally measured or simulation data was avail- 
able to characterize that hysteresis. Here we 
give an analytical development which yields an 
expression for the hysteresis parameters and, 
therefore, allows us to initiate a design for- 
mal ism . 

11. HYSTERESIS 
Consider Fig. 1 which is the NTC cell I41 

with the RC circuit removed which attaches to 
the source (upper lead) of the p-channel tran- 
sistor Q z .  Since it merely acts as a current 
source for our purposes, here the input tran- 
sistor of the NTC (called 61 in [41) is so 
replaced by its drain-to-source current via 
the current source Ii . We desire to obtain the 
characterization of i versus v ,  with these 
variables as defined in Fig. 1. 

Because hysteresis is present we use a 
parameter, this being the voltage VI across 
the input current source Ii . First we obtain 
VI as a function of i due to the operation of 
the feedback transistor Q3. Then we obtain i 
versus VI with v as a parameter due to the 
operation of the dynamic firing transistor Qz. 
The two resulting curves can be plotted as i 
versus VI with one slid along the other as v 
varies to get the multivalued i versus v 
curve. 

To make the theory tractable we assume 
that the hysteresis determining MOS transis- 
tors QZ and Q3 operate in their square-law 
region when turned on. Thus, their descrip- 
tions are taken to be 

i Dz (v-VI -VTZ )Z 1 (v-v~ -VTZ ) (la) 
1 3  133 (RLi-VTj )z l(RLi-VT) 1 (lb) 

Here 1(.) is the unit step function and the 
transistor parameters 132, R 3 ,  V r z ,  k V T ~  are 
all taken positive (we also assume that V ~ V Z  ) .  
When v1>0 we have 

(2) VI = VDD - RiIi - Riii 
from which we find that Q3 turns on at 

ito = V T ~ / R L  ( 3a 

when also vz drops from the value 

VI = VDO - RI Ii (3b 

From 12) and Ilb) we find that VI drops 
at 

io = ito t RL-'IVI/RIBOI* (3 

to 0 

) 

The curve for i versus VI as determined by Q3 

via (lb)-(3c), called il (VI ) ,  is plotted as in 
Fig. 2a). To go with it is the curve for i 
versus VI with v as a parameter determined by 
QZ via (la), called iz(v1 ,v). This is as 
plotted on top of the curve of Fig. 2a) in 
Figs. 2b)-f) for five important values of v 
( v = O ,  v-a, v-c, vza, v=d, respectively, with 
a, b, c, d, defined in (4) below). 

For each value of v the two curves of 
Fig. 2 intersect, sometimes with multiple 
intersect points, to give the values of i that 
go with V. As v is increased the iz curve 
moves to the right and as v decreases it moves 
left. Jumps between the two vertical branches 
of the il curve occur at different values of 
v ,  givinn the hysteresis. Figure 3 shows the - 
result, giving the hysteresis, 
labeled voltage axis points are gi 

a = VTZ 

c = V T ~  t (io/13z ) *  
d = VIZ t VI + (it./Bz I *  

The upper curve of Fig. 3 is descr 

i = iu = BZ(V - a)Zl(v-c) 

b I VTZ t VI 

and the lower curve is given by 

i = il 13~(v-a)zl(v-b)l(d-v1 

where the 
en by 

(4a) 
(4b) 
(4-2) 
(4d) 

bed by 

(5a) 

We see that the condition for hysteresis is 
that c<d which can be evaluated in terms of 
circuit parameters as 

IRLRz (RI 133 ) *  ]VI -VI * +O(RLRZRI R ~ V T ~  ) *  > O  
(hysteresis condition) (6a) 

When (6) holds the hysteresis width, vbw, is 
given by d - c which is 
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VLY = VI t 
VT~/(RLBZ))* (1-[1+((Vl/(RlB3 ))'/vT3 1 ' )  

(6bl 

As an example, for which the curves of 
Figs. 2 k 3 were drawn using MATHCAD, consid- 
er the circuit of [4] which has V D D = ~ O V ,  
11 =3.94ma, Bz=B~:0.00063, V T Z = V T ~ = ~ V ,  
R I = R L = ~ K O ~ ~ ,  the transistor values being 
those for the MC 4007 package and Ii result- 
ing from choosing a 4 . 5 ~  input to a similar 
transistor. Then io:lma, ito=1.65ma, a-2, 
bn4.125, c=3.61802, dr5.38488 and we see that 
the hysteresis condition d>c is satisfied and 
VL,, = d-c = 1.77~. To obtain neural-type 
pulses we wish to choose a load line that 
passes through the two vertical portions of 
the hysteresis of Fig. 3, with a lower limit 
for the load line passing through vod on ii 
and an upper limit passing through VEC on iy 
giving 

Rload D ~ X  5 (Voo-d)/ito (7al 
Rioaa D i n  (VoD-C)/io (7bl 
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In this case we find R I O ~ P  D I  n 
6.62KOhm and RI..~ . i n  3.87KOhm. Thus, 
connecting a resistor of range 3.87KOhm - 
6.62KOhm between the upper two contacts of 
Fig. 1 should yield neural-type pulses in this 
example. In using the MICRO-CAP model we found 
in [4] that a smaller value had to be used, 
i.e, 3KOhm resistor in parallel with a 50pfd 
capacitor yields the neural-type pulses of 
Fig. 4 where 11 is stepped up from zero to the 
3.94ma value at 100Ns. The discrepency in load 
line resistance value seems to come from the 
fact that actual transistors have parasitics 
and operate some of the time in the ohmic 
region, yielding a slight modification to the 
hysteresis which accounts for the practical 
use of a slightly smaller load than Fig. 3 
indicates. Also it should be noted that c<b 
means that there is another hysteresis pre- 
sent, which has not been treated here since 
practically i will remain at 0 until v-b as v 
increases from below C. 

111. DISCUSSION 
Under the assumption that the active 

operation is in the square-law region for the 
two hysteresis determining transistors we have 
shown that the conditions for hysteresis can 
be given for the NTC. This depends upon the 
input, represented by 1 1 ,  in a critical and 
quite nonlinear way, as seen by (6a) where VI 
is linear in Ii by (3b). Equation (6b) gives 
the hysteresis width and, consequently, can be 
used as a guide in designing NTC's for the 
purpose of pulse code modulating information 
sensed via Ii. As seen above the square-law 
model is always not exact enough, so an ana- 
lytic model including the ohmic region needs 
development. Still the results give an engi- 
neering feeling for the important parameters 
determining the hysteresis. 
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Figure 4 
Typical Neural-Type Pulses Generated 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 3 
i versus v Hysteresis 
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